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Abstract

Streszczenie

Dependence continues to be an unsolvable
problem. Now, some people become dependent or abuse psychoactive substances as a recreational activity. Many think they can give up
any time but many progress to dependence.
Although the brain is an immune-privileged
organ recent studies suggest neuroinflammation can alter brain function. The focus of this
review article is discussing a different aspect
of the immune system in drug dependence.
Also, the adverse effect of substance abuse on
the immune system and the possible outcome is
investigated.

Uzależnienie pozostaje nadal trudnym do rozwiązania problemem. Niektóre osoby uzależniają się lub
nadużywają substancji psychoaktywnych w ramach
aktywności rekreacyjnej. Wiele z nich uważa, że
może zaprzestać tego działania, ale u wielu rozwija
się uzależnienie. Chociaż mózg jest organem uprzywilejowanym pod względem odporności, to ostatnie badania sugerują, że stany zapalne układu nerwowego mogą zmieniać funkcjonowanie mózgu.
Celem artykułu jest omówienie różnych aspektów
działania układu odpornościowego w uzależnieniu
od substancji psychoaktywnych, a także niekorzystnego wpływu nadużywania substancji na układ odpornościowy.
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■ Introduction

■ Methods

Long term drug use is a multi-facet illness
that requires a multidisciplinary approach [1,
2]. In this sense, an individual that abuses psychoactive substances encounters various types
of issues depending on the phase of disease [3].
The brain is an immune-privileged organ and
traditionally it is thought brain functions are
independent of the immune system especially
in dependence [4]. The immune system cannot
easily put aside in dependence because many
neurologic diseases are immune-based [5]. In
order to investigate this hypothesis, different
kinds of studies have been constructed to outline the role of the immune system in dependence. Maybe the first early evidence that supports this theory comes from animal studies. It
has been observed that after long term opiate
treatment, withdrawal syndrome severity is reduced following the destruction of the immune
system by radiation [6]. Later studies confirmed
the role of immune system signalling in the dependence process in the reward circuit [7]. Aside
from the development of dependence, co-morbid diseases like depression occur in the abusing
and abstinence period and these problems make
successful addiction treatment more complex
[8]. Normally, the blood-brain barrier (BBB)
protects the brain from certain elements. BBB
has different functions in the brain but the most
relevant to dependence is protecting the brain
against immune system elements. Upon destruction of BBB immune system will access
the brain and destroy the brain for any reason
that normally causes immune system activation
[9]. So there are two problems. Firstly, it should
be identified that psychoactive substances can
cause the production and expression of immune
system elements such as cytokines. Secondly,
identifying how BBB can be destructed and how
it allows elements of the immune system to enter the brain’s inner environment.

A literature search was conducted mainly in
Google Scholar and all the published papers found
were investigated and evaluated. Other important indexing databases like Pub Med, Scopus, and
Embase were also searched. The included articles
were not limited to the time of publication and all
the relevant articles (animal studies and human
studies) were assessed. Also, the keywords of addiction, substances abuse (all types), the reward
centre, Toll-like receptors, withdrawal syndrome,
cytokine and cell-mediated immune system and
hormonal immune system were used alternatively. Then, the abstract was reviewed to investigate
study relevance. The whole article was studied and
articles selected for inclusion based on relevance
to the topics of this review article.
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■ Discussion
Psychoactive substances and the cell-mediated
immune system
Cell-mediated immunity involves different
kinds of cells like macrophages, natural killer cells,
mast cells, basophils, eosinophils and neutrophils
[10]. These cells are in turn subdivided into different subtypes. However, there is a complex relationship among these cells and identifying the exact function is not easy. Since opioids are used as
palliative agents against pain and maybe other
conditions, this situation suggests different studies
be conducted to improve how some people cope
with side-effects [11]. Preoperative infections in
psychoactive substance abusers suggest immune
system impairment. This reduction in immune
system function prolongs the recovery of patients
in the intensive care unit (ICU) [12]. Other studies also confirm the defective immune system in
the presence of psychoactive substances. Acute
morphine administration impairs white blood
cell function that manifests itself as the defective
resistance to herpes infection [13]. Also, withdrawal from opioids may increase susceptibility
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to infections in morphine-dependent mice [14].
Morphine causes spleen and thymus size reduction by increasing corticosterone, which is very
important in maintaining cell-mediated immunity
[15]. Opioid abuse makes individuals susceptible
to opportunistic infections such as fungal infections [16]. Other studies about other substances
like cannabinoids revealed the presence of type2 cannabinoid receptors in T-lymphocytes [17].
Cocaine is another prevalent drug of abuse that
also suppresses the immune system [18]. Cocaine
self-administration is associated with an increase
in spleen weight and plasma corticosterone level
[19]. Also, cocaine increases the risk of infection
[20, 21], negatively affects immunocompetent
cells [22] and causes deterioration in the pre-existing immune-deficient state [23]. Furthermore,
in the withdrawal period, there is a stress-induced
reduction of the immune system [24]. In a human
study, cocaine use was associated with a significant adverse effect on B, T cells and also natural killer cells [25]. Cocaine selectively increases
the susceptibility of HIV infection by suppressing
microRNA-55 in mononuclear cells [26].
Psychoactive substances
and the hormonal-mediated immune system
Cytokines are hormonal substances released
from immune cells in response to different causes
like stress, infection and operations [27]. Studies
in substance abuse-related changes of cytokines
profiles suggest there is a change in cytokine levels
in the period of the abuse. It should be noted that
every immune cell can secrete cytokines, and cytokine production, in general, is not limited to only
one cell type. In a study on heroin dependent teenagers, T-helper 1 (Th1) cytokines (interleukin-2
(IL-2), tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) and
interferon-gamma (IFN-g) and T-helper 2 cytokines (IL-4 and IL-10) were reduced significantly in teenagers compared to the healthy control
group [28]. In the other study with opioids and
cannabinoids, it was also shown that immunosuppression as the consequence of drug abuse is
associated with the altered balance of interleukins
especially IL-10 and IL-17 [29]. In this respect,
inactivation of NF-kappa B plays a crucial role.
Cytokines also have been used as predictive factors for dependence in patients that receive opioid and other psychoactive substances for pain
management [30]. A study on this issue has well
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documented that the pain threshold changes along
with cytokine profile changes, which is associated
with augmented dependence. In a complementary
study, treatment with buprenorphine and methadone preserve immune function and cytokine
profile and therefore improves dependence therapy and treatment [31]. Other studies on opium
addiction revealed other cytokine profile changes
like reduction of IL-4, IFN-g, IL-6, and TNF-β
[32], and the study showed opium addiction influences cytokine profile after surgery [33]. Studies
about other substances like cocaine also proposed
immune imbalance in the hormonal division [34].
There are sex differences and the plasma concentration of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-α were lower in women addicts [35]. Cytokines can be used
as predictive factors in dependent people with
a history of maltreatment in childhood. Maltreated people had more IL-6, IL-4, and TNF-α than
those without a history of maltreatment [36]. Autonomic dysfunction has been shown to influence
cytokine profile and therefore it has been recommended to alleviate impairment of the immune
system independence period [37].
Interaction of psychoactive substances with
the brain through immunologically-mediated
mechanisms
The brain is considered an immune-privileged
organ and this may bring about the question how
the immune system can influence brain function
[38]. There is sparse evidence that supports brain
function alternation by the external immune system agents. This adverse effect mainly occurs as
the corruption of the monocellular layer known as
the blood-brain barrier (BBB) protecting the brain
from external stimuli. BBB disruption occurs by
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and cytokines [39, 40].
LPS disrupts BBB and immune cells trafficking
occurs [41]. Also, there is evidence that immune
dysregulation causes behavioural brain diseases
[42, 43]. BBB performs broad functions like maintaining brain homeostasis, substance influx and
efflux [44]. The breakdown of BBB may result in
neuroinflammation and brain diseases. BBB integrity in the reward circuit region as the area that
mainly regulates addictive behaviour is of great
importance. Disruption of BBB in this region will
result in dependence. During the course of inflammation, proinflammatory cytokines will penetrate
the brain substructures and will influence brain
Alcoholism & Drug Addiction / Alkoholizm i narkomania 2021; 34, 4
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function namely as neurotransmitter metabolism,
neuroendocrine function and synaptic plasticity
[45]. Disruption of BBB has been well documented as a consequence of psychoactive substance
abuse administration. Substance abuse destroys
tight junction proteins like claudins, occludins
and junction adherent molecules, and also scaffolding proteins and zonula occludance (1, 2, and
3) [46]. Acute administration of 3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine induces BBB disruption
that results in brain edema [47]. Studies on other
abused substances have been revealed confirmatory results with morphine, psychostimulant and
methamphetamine [48, 49]. In post-mortems of
the alcoholic brain, integrity of BBB was shown
to be disrupted [50]. Disturbed substance transport has also been absorbed in BBB after drugs
treatment. For example, after methamphetamine
administration, glucose transport was impaired
[51] and also iron transport after cocaine administration was disturbed [52]. In one study, it has
been proposed methamphetamine impairs BBB
function by induction of oxidative stress in endothelial cells [53]. In another, BBB in limbic brain
areas that are important in dependence was shown
to be impaired by high doses of cocaine [54]. These
studies highlighted the disrupted BBB as the consequence of psychoactive substance abuse and also
that dependence can be developed in those individuals. Also, these facts shed light on new treatment strategies. According to one study, sport reversed the adverse effect of methamphetamine on
BBB [55]. Social defeat has recently been known as
a synergistic factor that augments the adverse effect of psychoactive substance abuse on BBB [56].
Pre-existing infections like HIV have disrupted
BBB integrity and therefore facilitate the entrance
of immune system agents into the brain [57].
Recently a novel receptor known as Toll-like
receptor 4 (TLR4) in the reward pathway has been
identified in the brain [58]. Activation of TLR4,
which belongs to the pattern recognition receptor
(PRR) family, leads to the release of NF-κB and
the activation of the innate immune system [59].
TLR4 is found in the brain and is expressed in astrocytes and microglia cells [60]. Activation of these
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receptors has been associated with the occurrence
of addictive behaviour [61, 62]. The role of TLR4 in
other brain diseases has been well illustrated. Activation of these receptors in some areas is protective
and has adverse effects in others. By potentiating
the innate immune system by activation of TLR4,
the idea of developing a vaccine for dependence
emerges [63]. However in some conditions, upon
activation there is an overproduction of cytokines,
which causes neurodegeneration [64]. Opioid studies revealed two types of results. In some conditions,
the opioid has a reinforcing effect and in others it
is non-reinforcing. Morphine conventionally used
as a pain killer can activate myeloid differentiation
protein 2 (MD2) and reduce inflammation thus increasing the efficacy of pain killers [65]. In another
study, blockage of TLR4 by levoisomer of naloxone
reduces the reinforcing effect of morphine. In other
studies, a negative result was obtained [66, 67]. In
studies with alcohol also TLR4 stimulation showed
some behavioural changes in the animal model
[68] and in other studies neuroinflammation and
degeneration occurred [69]. In one study that investigates the activation of TLR4 in the prefrontal
cortex, there was an increase in the emergence of
binge drinking [70, 71]. Psychostimulants can also
increase the expression of TLR4 [72] though there
have contradictory results in this area [73]. Overall, to date conflicting results have been reported
and complementary studies have been suggested
to resolve these doubts on the function of TLR4 in
the dependence process [74].

■ Conclusions
In summary, psychoactive substances harm
both the cell-mediated and hormonal immune
system. The adverse effect may increase the condition contributing to dependence development.
Also, the brain as an immune-privilege organ can
be penetrated by disruption of the blood-brain
barrier as a consequence of psychoactive substance abuse or other reasons like viral infections.
This condition also makes susceptible individuals
develop dependence.
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